
Course Subject Semester Subject/Courses Outcome 
Students will be able to 

Microeconomics I to understand basic micro economics and develop the ability to explain core economic terms 

Macro economics I to understand basic macro economics and concepts , theories 

Development economics I to understand developmental aspect , growth theories and problems in economic growth especially developing counties 

Econometrics I

Micro economics II to understand advance micro economics and theories 

Macro economics II to understand advance macro economics 

Public economics II to understand  concept of publice economics , taxation and publice expenditure 

Mathematics II
to understand the basic concepts and techniques and solving mathematical problems. application of mathematics in solving economic 
problems 

Trade union and Industrial relations in india III
Understand the framework of industrial relations and comment on empirical case studies in areas such as role of trade unions in 
globalized world and aspects of inustrial conflicts.

Agriculture production and rural markets III Learn process of developing, pricing, promoting, and distributing rural specific goods and services 

Agriculture development and policies III Learn  the various theories and aspect of agricultural development . 

International Economics III
A good understanding of international economics , like effects of international trade , foreign exchange market , balance of payments 
and various therioes of international trade therioes .

Banking : Theory and Policies III Understand the framework of the banking and financial system in India and the effect of emerging norms on Indian Banking Sector 

Industrial economics IV to understand concepts of industrial economics , theories of industrial growth and indian industrial growth 
International finance IV to understand  concepts of international finance, theories and international organations

Projects 
IV

 understand a general definition of research design,Students should be able to identify the overall process of designing a research 
study from its inception to its report.

sem -II 

MA-II Economics         Sem -
III

sem -IV

MASTER COURSES OUTCOME

to understand the estimation, inference and identification of linear regression models. Particular attention is paid to the econometric 
theory, to the application of econometrics to real-world problems, and to the interpretation of the estimation results. The first part of 

the course includes a review on statistics and an introduction to large sample theory. 

M.A. -I economics            
Sem-I


